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Welcome to an overview of our new strategy, the Antares Ex 20 Australian Equities SMA portfolio. It is an exciting strategy, offering
the liquidity of the larger part of the market, combined with the growth and diversification offered by smaller companies. It is
designed to be blended with your existing large company investments to provide some genuine diversification. It targets where the
economy is going, not just where it has been.
The information contained within this article is intended as factual information although we acknowledge that there is a reasonable
likelihood of doubt and the information is not intended to imply any recommendation or opinion about a financial product.

What is an “Ex-20” strategy?
An “Ex-20” strategy is one that invests in companies listed on the
Australian Securities Exchange (ASX) that are outside the S&P/
ASX 20 Index (ASX 20). In other words, it excludes the very largest
companies listed on the Australian sharemarket.

Why is Ex-20 a good place to invest?
There are three reasons why Antares believe an “Ex-20” strategy is
a good one for many of our investors:
• Differentiation;
• Diversification;
• Growth & Disruption – aggressive not defensive holdings.

This makes it quite difficult to differentiate returns for investors. As
is well-known, most Australian share strategies measure success
in terms of differentiating their returns against an index, typically
the S&P/ASX 200 Accumulation Index (ASX 200). This provides
the “average” return generated by the market over a given period.
As Chart 1 shows, this index is dominated by a few very large
companies.
Chart 2 shows that the investable universe excluding the top
20 stocks is much more even when it comes to size. Far less is
invested into passive positions demanded by very large unequal
weightings. Hence management of an Ex-20 strategy is far more
“active” and so reliant on the skill of our team.
Chart 2: ASX 200 ex 20 universe by market capitalisation
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Let us now spend a little time discussing each of these points.
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The Australian sharemarket is quite unusual by global standards
as a relatively small number of very large companies dominate
our market by their size. As the following chart shows, the top
10 companies by market capitalisation make up over 50% of the
investable universe in terms of dollars.
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For this reason, we believe that an Ex-20 strategy offers genuine
differentiation of returns in a blended portfolio.
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Why is this important? Well, it means that while investors are
expecting active management of their portfolios, fund managers
can be forced to deploy large chunks of capital into “passive”
positions determined more by a company’s size than its expected
return.
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We all agree that diversification is a good thing for investing. It
helps smooth out the bumps and provides access to growing
returns while reducing the risk of an industry going bad. An
interesting aspect of the ASX 20 is the concentration of particular
industries included in it.
At present, the ASX 20 includes 4 banks, 3 insurance
companies, 2 mining companies, 2 supermarkets and a giant
telecommunications company. It is heavily weighted to financial
services, as well as incumbent monopolies or duopolies.
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Thus far, we have focused on these risks associated with the ASX
20. By contrast, the Ex-20 Index is not nearly as concentrated in its
exposure, and offers far more diversification than a conventional
Australian Equities Fund. However, to this point, we have ignored a
major benefit of the Ex 20 space. Growth.

Chart 4: Classified media share prices
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This is the exciting thing about the Ex-20 universe. It contains the
companies most likely to be the leaders of the future. They tend
to take market share, not have to defend it. And the sharemarket
will always reward companies that take market share, and punish
those that lose it.
It is true that on average over recent years the returns of smaller
companies have been outstripped by those available from larger
ones. There are reasons for this, but as the following chart shows,
with quality research and skilled stock picking, returns from the
Ex-20 space that were available were demonstrably higher than for
the mainstream ASX 20.
Chart 5: Minimum, maximum and average returns
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As the following chart highlights, since 2008, revenues at FXJ
have fallen by just over A$1.0bn. The decline is due to the loss of
FXJ’s dominant position in classified advertising, the so-called
“rivers of gold.” FXJ, like most large incumbent businesses, did
not recognise the threat to its business model. In this case, the
internet.
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It is in the Ex-20 space that an investor is most likely to find the
challengers to today’s incumbents. Over the past 5 years would an
investor have done better in Fairfax Media (FXJ) or the companies
that challenged FXJ’s once dominant position in classified
advertising?
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Companies rise and fall - that is the nature of our system. As is
well-known, only GE has been in the Dow Jones Industrial Index
since its inception in 1896. Over time, incumbents are challenged.
Some rise to the challenge, others fall by the wayside.
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How do large companies grow? How do they make that growth
meaningful to their investors? These are important questions
for investors in equity markets because it is growth that is being
sought. Investors take more risk in exchange for potentially better
returns over time, driven by growth.

Revenue

The obvious outcome of this revenue swap is to be seen in the
share price performance of all four businesses. While FXJ shares
have fallen consistently, all three online classified providers have
delivered significantly positive results. Not only was revenue
exchanged, so was shareholder value.

%

Hence a mainstream ASX 200 fund will inadvertently expose
itself to a high level of correlated risks. For instance, financial
services, which constitute seven of the top twenty stocks, are
heavily regulated, so government action can really impact a large
proportion of the market. Indeed, banks have recently come under
heavy selling pressure as regulators force them to hold more
capital on their balance sheets to protect them from shocks such
as those seen in 2007/2008.

Source: Antares, Company data

Its three dominant classifieds categories, car sales, job ads and
real estate, were attacked by new challengers with purely on
line advertising models. Not only were these adverts cheaper
to produce, they provided more scope for content, and better
accessibility for those looking to buy the product. In addition,
accessibility was free.
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The Antares Ex-20 strategy and why it works
There are two reasons why Antares has created an “Ex-20”
strategy for our investors:
• we believe it is a good place to invest;
• we believe our management of this strategy will deliver superior
results to our clients.
We have discussed our beliefs in the merit of the Ex-20 space
above. We believe it is an exciting option for our clients. But why
Antares?

As we can see from Chart 3, these challengers - Carsales.com,
REA Group (real estate) and Seek - had cumulative revenues
equivalent to the revenue lost in the same period by FXJ. Hence
now all three are successful businesses while FXJ is still looking to
understand its role in the world.
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Competitive advantage
Antares has a large team of dedicated analysts. We offer investors
deep and universal coverage of all stocks in the top 120 listed
companies on the ASX. In addition, we have a dedicated small
company team. Both teams are highly regarded and have the
results to prove it.
Investing outside the top 20 stocks means that there is far more
reliance on internal research and stock picking.
As the following chart highlights, commonly-available external
sources of research into companies, such as stock broker
research, declines as the size of a company declines.
Chart 6: Average sell-side analyst coverage of stocks

How we build the Antares Ex-20 portfolio
Core and pay-off stocks
The Antares Ex-20 Australian Equities SMA portfolio is built around
a selection of core names. These companies exhibit higher
quality attributes and provide a lower risk core around which we
can invest into higher returning but potentially more risky stocks
without being imprudent. We term these latter stocks “pay-off” as
they are seen as a risk-return payoff. There is no strict allocation
of capital between these groups, rather, it is determined by the
expected returns of each subset relative to the risk involved.
Chart 7: Ex-20 core and pay-off stocks
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Given our deep and experienced team, combined with a long
track record of good results, across both the large and small
company sectors, we believe we offer a competitive advantage
in this space. We have the resources to find and research these
ideas properly.

Antares inverstment philosophy
Markets are imperfect and this provides opportunities for excess
returns. Participants often display herd-like tendencies. This
herding is the source of much imperfection and corresponding
opportunities if you are prepared to invest against it.

Absolute return mindset
Our philosophy is to invest only where we believe a positive return
is available for our investors. While we are benchmarked to the
S&P/ASX 200 ex 20 Accumulation Index, this is because it is our
belief that equity markets rise in value over time.

Fully invested
We remain fully invested as we do not believe it is appropriate for
us to try to “time the market” on our clients’ behalf. If we believe
equities offer better returns than cash, why would we reduce our
expected return with cash? And secondly, our investors are paying
us to find stocks for them, not to hoard cash.

Concentrated
Our portfolio is concentrated, with no more than 25 stocks, but
typically 20. Again, we are looking for companies we believe are
undervalued in an absolute sense. We are not investing into a
company because it is in our benchmark. If we have no conviction
that the share price is going to go up, why waste capital on it?
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Core stocks
These stocks are in our portfolio to underwrite returns to our
investors through the cycle. We expect turnover of these names
to be low. They have been identified by our research as having
attractive expected returns but also displaying higher quality
attributes. These include, but are not limited to, the following:
Industry Structure
A core stock will typically operate in industries that offer
reasonable returns but importantly, they should be stable, not
cyclical.
There should be reasonable barriers to entry if the business is
an incumbent or the stock will have some form of competitive
advantage that allows it to disrupt the status quo and take the
attractive return profile for itself. We are open to either scenario.
We also consider other risks when looking at industry structure,
such as where there is evidence of disruption in other markets like
the one we are focusing upon, or whether there are likely to be any
macro industry changes, e.g. around regulation.
Revenue stability
We would expect these companies to display stability at
the revenue line – costs can be managed with competent
management but volatile revenue is low quality. Ideal is of course
some form of exclusive licence but these can be very expensive
and not always worth it from a returns perspective. So we look at
revenue history.
Volatility in particular lines of revenue can be overcome via
diversification. Whilst a company may operate in a volatile industry,
it may be that it has sufficient diversification to ensure a more
stable revenue line.
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Operating Leverage and cash conversion

Portfolio construction

We would expect the company to be geared but not heavily – the
exact amount would depend on the stability of its revenues and
returns.

Idea generation

We would also expect a core company to have little issue
converting its profits into cash – accruals and cash conversion
(operating cash flow to EBITDA) are used to assess this.
Environmental, social and corporate governance (ESG)
We would expect a core company to have stable management,
with depth in senior ranks. We would also prefer moderate tenure –
too long can be worse than insufficient experience.
A core company should have an independent board, with
appropriate experience and structures to oversee our investors’
capital.
We would also expect a core company to have few risks to its
social licence to operate. It should be a core skill to manage this.

Pay-off stocks
The balance of the portfolio is used to generate higher returns by
investing with more of a focus on expected returns, with higher risk
tolerance.

Our ideas are generated organically: valuation – when our internal
research identifies undervalued stocks; though meetings – with
either the company itself, its peer, its competitor etc. There is no
limit to how this can generate ideas for us as we are research
intensive in our process. Finally, ideas can be generated by thirdparties, such as the traditional source of investment banks.

Stock weightings
We have a theoretical starting position of equal weighting across
all stocks (“par weight”) but the actual weighting of each stock will
be determined by Portfolio Manager.
Key factors in determining stock weightings include:
• expected returns
• liquidity
Secondary factors in determining stock weightings include:
• volatility
• risk correlation
• change in circumstance is a sell-trigger

These companies will typically be of a more contrarian nature featuring
unloved and turn around names. The role of these companies is to
provide significant excess returns in exchange for higher risk. Hence
“pay off”. Turnover of these names is likely to be high.
Chart 8: Ex-20 portfolio construction
Process
• Simple process that is benchmark agnostic, keeping with the
stock driven philosophy

Key Factors in weightings
• Expected returns
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• Volatility
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• Change in circumstance is a sell-trigger
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Positioning
While it is our preference to build the portfolio around stockpicking and bottom up, we are also conscious of investing with
certain trends, and not against them. If things are working in our
favour in a macro sense, it is easier to find winners.
One macro trend we have identified that is a key component of our
portfolio is the experiential economy. We believe consumers are
increasingly preferring experiences to consumer goods. To give an
example, we have reasonable positions in Crown Resorts, Flight
Centre, Mantra Group and Qantas Airways. All these stocks help
provide experiences to their clients.
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We have also witnessed a 10-year bull market in commodities
come to an end. Supply has finally caught up to, and superseded,
demand. Hence we have invested into companies that use
commodities and should benefit in margins from their falling
prices. These include Ansell (raw materials such as cotton and
latex), Aristocrat Leisure (US consumers and falling oil prices),
BlueScope Steel (falling iron ore and coal prices into Colourbond)
and, of course, Qantas Airways.
Otherwise, we prefer to avoid too many macro themes. These can
become crowded trades and we are not experts in macro trends.
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Get in contact
Toll free: 1800 671 849
Email: investorservices@antaresequities.com.au
Mail: GPO Box 2007 Melbourne VIC 3001

antarescapital.com.au

Important information: The information provided is of a general nature and has been prepared without taking account of your individual investment objectives, financial
situation or particular investment needs. It is not intended as financial advice to retail clients. Before making an investment decision, you should consider the appropriateness of
the information, having regard to your objectives, financial situation and needs. We recommend you consult with your financial adviser, who can help you determine how best
to achieve your financial goals and whether investing in a fund is appropriate for you. Investment in the Antares funds will only be made upon receipt of a completed application
form from the current PDS, a copy of which can be obtained from Antares. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. Returns are not guaranteed and
actual returns may vary from any targeted returns described. An investment with Antares is not a deposit or liability of, and is not guaranteed by, the NAB Group.

